Genetic immunization.
Genetic immunization, the latest addition to the field of vaccinology, has shown, in a number of animal models, to be an efficacious approach to induce protective immunity to infectious diseases. The advantages of DNA vaccines are their ease of construction, the low expanse of mass production, their high temperature stability, and their ability to induce a full spectrum of exceptionally long-lasting immune responses including cytolytic T cells. Their potential disadvantages are putative safety issues such as integration into the host cell genome. The slow development of the immune response to genetic immunization will make these vaccines unsuitable for treatment of some infectious disease such as postexposure vaccination to rabies virus, where a rapid immune response is warranted. Although only time will tell if genetic immunization provides a viable alternative for human immunization, in the meantime this approach provides immunologists with a powerful tool to gain further insight in the mechanisms that drive primary immune responses.